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Resume. Recently W. Duke has obtained new estimates for the coefficients of cusp-forms

of weight 3/2. This allow8, via the work of R. Schulze-Pillot, to obtain an asymptoiic for

mula for the number of represeniations of a large integer by a positive quadratic form. We

give abrief survey of tbis topic and, in particula.r, confirm a conjecture of

R. Heath-Brown's to the extent thai every !arge integer congruent to 7 module 8 can be

represented in the form x2 + 12 + 125z
2 .
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On representation of larg8 integers by integral ternary

positive definite quadratic ferms

B.Z. MOROZ

A few years after the fameus werk of C.L. siegel's, [14], on represen

tation cf integers by a genus of quadratic forms had appeared Yu. V.
Linnik, [7], initlated a study of representatlon of integers by an in

dividual ternary quadratic fo~ •. Due to the etforts of many authors
(cf., for instance, [S], [9],' [lj,' '[12], [16], [6], [3J and references

therein), we may now claim a success. Let fex) - ~ l aijxixj b~
1~ i, j ~ 3

a positive definite quadratic form with integral rational coefti-

cients, so that- 8 ij :cl a ji , a ij € Z, 21ai1 tor 1·~ i, j ~3', and let

rf(n) = card {ulu € Z3, f(u) = n} be the representation number of n

by f; let D = det(aij ).

Theorem 1. Suppose that n € Z, n ~ 1 and g.c.d.(n,2D) = 1. Then

rf(n) = r(n,gen f) + o(n1/2-~) for ~ > i/28 , where r(n,gen f) de

notes the number of representations of n by the genus of f aver

aged in accordance with Sieqel's prescription, [14]. Moreover, if n

is primitively represented by f over the ring of p-adic integers for

each rational prime p then r(n,gen f) » n1/ 2- e for e > o.
f,e

Praaf. Let N be a positive integer such that 2DIN and sIN, and

let <p E So (3/2, N, l() with l( (d) = [2~) , suppose furthermore that

tp € '11
1 , in notations cf [12]. Thus tp is a "good" eusp-form of weight

3/2 (and character x) which does not come frem a 9-series. Therefore

an argument due to H. Iwaniec, [6], and W. Duke, (3], supplemented by

the considerations going back to G. Shimura, [13], and B.A. Cipra,

[2], leads to an estimate for the Fourier coefficients of lf' (cf .

also [4]), and on writing .p(z) = 2 a(n)e2vinz

n=l
we obtain:

a(n) «n1/2-~ as soon as (n,20) = 1 and ~ < ~8 • By [12, Korollar
ep,~

3], it fellows then that rr(n) = r(n,spn f) + 0(n1/ 2- 1 ) for

(n,2D) = 1 and 1
1 < 28' where r(n,spn f) denotes the representation
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number of n averagad ovar the spinor genus containinq f

[12]). On the other hand, by [12, Korollar 2], if (n,2D) ~ 1

"-.3 -

(cf.
then

r(n,spn f) = r(n,gen f). Finally the estimate r(n,gen f) » n 1/ 2-e.

for e. > 0 i8 a consequence cf Sieqel' s work, [14], [15] (cf. also

[11, Satz (3.1)]), as soon as n is primitively representable by f

ovar the p-adic integers. This completes the proof.

Remark 1. The condition (n,2D) ~ 1 has been used in tha proof twice,

to insure the estimata a(n)« n1/ 2-.,. and to deduce the identity

r(n,spn f) = r(n,gen f). The former usa of this condition i5 due to

the fact that ." E S(Jj2,N,)() with l( -[~] (see [10] for the de

tails). It i8 an interesting question to what extent one can weaken

the condition (n,2D) = 1 in the theorem 1. The work of R. Schulze
Pillot, [12] (cf. also [16] and references therein), is pertinent to

this question.

Theorem 2. Let q be a rational prime congruent to 5 modulo 8 and let

fex) - x2 + x2 + q3 X23 • Then rf(n»> n1/ 2-e. for ~ > 0 and1 2 q,~

n = 7 (mod 8).

Praof. Let a.
q r"l and suppose that 7 (mod 8). Considern = q n

1
, " =

the quadratic form g(x) x2 + 2 m 2 where :ca 3 - D. whena x2 + q x3 ' m
1.

D. ~ 3 and m - 0 when D. ~ 3; let m-3 . n = 3 (mod 8)"2 8 nq • S~nce 2
if D. ~ 3 and n2 #- 0 (q) when D. < 3 it follows from theorem 1 that

r g (n2 ) » n1/ 2-E:. for e. > o. On writing x2 + x2 = q3-m(n _ qmy 2)
2 1 2 2 3

one notes that to each solution of equations: n
2

1:. g(y) with

y E Z3, q3-m ~ zi + z~ with· zl € Z, z2 € Z there corresponds a uni

que solution of the equation n = fex) with x t Z3. Since

q = 1 (mod 4), it follows, in particular, that r f (n) »n1/ 2
-e; for

e. > o. This completes the proof.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 confirms a

(S,p. 137~138], that every large

is represented by the form xi +

q is a rational prime.

conjecture cf D.R. Heath-Brown's,

integer congruent to 7 modulo 8

232x
2

+ q x
3

when q = 5 (mod 8) and
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Definition. Let n € Z. We say that n i5 square-full if n > 0 and

p In=> p 2 In for each rational prime p.

Corollary. Every sufficiently large positive integer is a sum of at

most three square-full numbers.

PrQof. By a classical theorem of Gauß's, each positive integer n i8

either a sum of three squares or it i8 of the shape n = 411. (8k + 7)

with 11 € Z, k E Z. In the latter case, however, theorem 2 shows that

the integer n is represented, for instance, by the form

222Xl + X
2

+ 125X3 if k 19 sufficiently large. Other possibilities are

also easily eliminated sinee the form x 2 + y2 + 2z2 is easily seen

to represent n as soon n = 4(mod a}, cf. (5, p. 137]. This comple

tes the proof •

. Remark 3. This corollary has bean first proved by D. R. Heath-BroWD,

(5], by a different methodi according to [5, p. 137]) it answers a

question posed by P. Erdös and A. Ivic.

AcknQwledgement. It 18 my pleasant duty to thank Professor W. Duke for

a few useful conversations durinq the conference, relating to his work

[3].
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Postscript.

This note contains the text of my lecture at the la!1!. Joumees Arithmetiques

(Marseilles, July 1989). Since then a new important paper by W. Duke and

R. Schulze-Pillot, [17], has appeared, which allows, in particular, to weaken the condition

(n,2D) = 1 in the Theorem 1 of this note (cf. also Remark 1). Unfortunately, the auhtors

suppress the details of the proof of their crucial Lemma 2, [17, p. 50-51] j following [4],

where incidentally the proof of the corresponding assertion is also omitted, we are content

with a wea.ker statement, [10, p. 17-19], that leads to the results described above. Finally

we cite here two articles, [18], [19], throwing further light on our subject.
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A list of conections to [10].

p. 3, line 6: read "stayll instead of "start11

p. 20 Une 13:

p. 5, Une 2 from below and p. 26, last line:

read 18-3-1/241 instead cf s-3-1/24

read" x~ instead cf ~
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